To perform sophisticated traffic analysis, such as intrusion detection, network monitoring tools firstly need to extract higher-level information from lower-level data by reconstructing events and activities from as primitive information as individual network packets or traffic flows. Aggregating communication data into meaningful entities is an open problem and existing, typically clustering-based, solutions are often highly suboptimal, producing results that may misinterpret the extracted information and consequently miss many network events. We propose a novel method for the extraction of various predefined types of network events from raw network flow data. The new method is based on analysis of computational properties of the event types as prescribed by their attributes in a given descriptive language. The corresponding events are then extracted with a supreme recall as compared to a respective event extraction part of an in-production intrusion detection system Camnep † .
INTRODUCTION
Network traffic management analytics tools strive to provide users with high level abstracted view of network communication data. Apart from simple monitoring services, deeper analysis is often required to provide necessary insight into complex network behavior. A prominent example of a tool relying on deep traffic analysis are intrusion detection systems (IDS), monitoring network traffic data with the goal to reveal malicious activities and incidents. In this paper we refer to an existing solution for intrusion detection, a multistage collective network behavior analysis system called Camnep 1 . The purpose of Camnep is to monitor high volume traffic networks for incidents, based on statistical information collected from publicly accessible parts of lower layer packets, i.e. IP and data link layer with no deep packet inspection, aggregated into connections, also called network flows or NetFlows (IPFIX) (Section 5.1). In the lower stages of processing the network traffic, before assessing maliciousness to incidents, the system needs to extract higher-level information from lower-level data, mainly by constructing events and activities from individual connections. The reason behind extracting events is that classification of individual flows is not sufficient as we often need context of other flows involved to decide on their maliciousness 2 . At the same time, creating events also reduces the information payload for prospective analysis and detection layers. Clustering connections to meaningful entities is an open problem and existing solutions rely mostly on simple clustering techniques 3 or are driven by handmade rules designed by domain experts 4,1 . In the task of incident extraction, assuming the view of network traffic as a sequence of NetFlows, we intent to group those NetFlows that logically belong together, forming the so called events. An example of an event type might be a regular data transfer between two hosts, ssh traffic, or malicious port scan, ssh cracking, distributed denial of service attack, etc. Intuitively, it should be possible to cluster NetFlows according to their source or destination IPs, or according to other information present in the NetFlow record w.r.t. the observed NetFlow ordering. Although it is a step forward from the individual flow-level analysis, in practice this kind of straightforward clustering, e.g., k-means based on numeric vector NetFlow representation, leads to limited correspondence to known event types occurring in the network and suboptimal results in the final reconstruction of events.
We propose an automated method for event extraction, assembling various known types of network events from raw NetFlow data with a guidance of existing event-type descriptions for known classes of events. To evaluate the method, we focus on the use case of event extraction for intrusion detection, and compare the detection performance over predefined types of events against the respective part of an existing IDS Camnep. The new method is based on computational analysis of the existing event type definitions as described by formulae in a simple descriptive language. We first show theoretically how the new approach leads to maximization of recall of these event types, and further analyze the complexity and advantages of the method. Finally, we report experiments proving superior recall as compared to Camnep.
RELATED WORK
The scope of this work lies on a border of general network traffic analysis and intrusion detection, while a special respect in processing the traffic is taken to allow for extraction of known types of events representing malicious behavior.
The related problem of identifying traffic events, i.e. mapping flows to known application classes has attracted attention in the network management and security research community, since simple methods relying mostly on pure port number dictionaries were proved insufficient and misleading 5 , due to the increasing volumes of HTTP tunneling, customized protocols, encryption and applications camouflage, which makes the problem much more challenging. For that reason, more sophisticated statistical techniques began to emerge, utilizing machine learning for Internet traffic identification 6 . Most of these works considered the traffic on individual flow level 7 , others clustered flows based on their characteristics, utilizing statistical clustering 8 or machine learning techniques 9 . These clustering approaches were based on basic flow attributes, usually packet sizes and duration, typically grouping flows into a predetermined number of clusters 10 using generic techniques such as k-means 3 . A more related clustering approach utilizing structural properties of flow clusters with the concept of graphlets is presented in Blinc 2 . Considering the particular problem of aggregating NetFlows into malicious events as a part of intrusion detection, the literature is quite scarce. Although most of the existing IDS probably deal with the problem of higher level information extraction from individual traffic flows in some form, the authors are unaware of more publicly available works addressing generally the NetFlow aggregation part of the intrusion detection problem, with the event layer (Section 3) in Camnep 1 being the only exception. Network security and management tools depend heavily on automated IDS to extract sensible information out of malicious activity to be presented to the user 11 . The amount of network generated data suggest to employ machine learning tools to analyze the traffic data and the respective community of research has been very active in proposing various forms of models for the incident identification tasks. The approaches vary from the very early attempts using association rules 12 , to learning neural networks for incident labeling 13 . Other approaches utilize decision trees to learn explicit knowledge 14 and unsupervised methods using clustering as an inherent part of network traffic analysis 15 . In more recent works, distributed, robust approaches utilizing strategies from trust modeling and game theory were introduced 16 . However, in real world practice, there are numerous issues affiliated with an online use of sophisticated machine learning methods on actual networks, and majority of the IDS currently in use are still either rule, or expert system based 4 . The main advantage of these approaches is the human-readable form of the knowledge included in the system, and by those means the overall traceability and decomposability of the system behavior for given incident types. Moreover, the rule based models are not limited to design by hand as they can also be extracted by the means of machine learning.
While the need for interpretability of the rules can often form a limitation on the detection performance, they can be further combined with other machine learning-based detection techniques. An example of such a hybrid approach is presented in Camnep 1 , an agent based intrusion detection system designed for deployment on high speed back-bone networks. Camnep combines expert rules forming explicit models of incidents for feature description and extraction in the lower stages, with classification, agent techniques and trust modeling in the final stages 17 . A significant portion of the IDS works mentioned refer to a popular dataset created in 1999 named KDD'99 18 , published by Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Although it was a step forward in comparing and evaluating IDS approaches, this work has received a lot of critique for including flaws in many statistical respects 19 , and limitations that are inherited from the DARPA datasets 20 . This dataset is now almost 20 years old, which is a considerable time span in the network domain and makes such an evaluation not truly informative. The traffic has changed rapidly since then, causing the signatures and behavior of attacks in the dataset problematic for comparison with a real traffic today. For the reasons mentioned, in this paper we refer to a real-use IDS Camnep 21 , processing recent university traffic (rather than KDD'99) in a widely used Cisco NetFlow format. We take the respective part of event extraction in Camnep system as a baseline for the new approach, so that we can evaluate the method in real context of actual incidents and work with relevant feedback of a current system.
CAMNEP EVENT LAYER
The respective part of Camnep responsible for event extraction consists of a multistage process based on a clustering strategy utilizing expert designed similarity metric. Since we propose a method for event extraction that can be seen as an improvement to the clustering-based approaches, we firstly describe the Camnep event extraction process (as detailed in a technical report on Camnep 22 ) in this chapter. The elementary communication data unit for Camnep is a network flow or NetFlow, which was introduced on Cisco routers to give the ability to collect IP network traffic as it enters or exits an interface. NetFlows are captured within a restricted time-frame used for data acquisition from a local network and stored in the observed order as captured by the network probes, from which they are further merged into a single data source. At first the flows are filtered to reduce their overall number, which decreases computational requirements of the event creation process in high throughput networks. Because of the fact that the system concentrates on the malicious behaviors in the network, this input filtering skips certain trustworthy (measured on individual flow-level) connections or connections with no chance of being a part of an event, yet such a functionality can be omitted for general analysis purposes in this paper.
The purpose of the respective event extraction process is to group all individual flows from the incoming network traffic into sets of flows (events) w.r.t. to their features. An event in Camnep then corresponds to some bounded, interpretable, specific network behavior, where the specification is based on features of the sources, destinations and size characteristics of the transferred traffic.
To create an event, Camnep treats individual flows as feature-vectors in a predefined multi-dimensional space in which it considers the events as clusters, subject to a given similarity metric. At minimum, the feature vectors contain information on source and destination IP addresses, ports and the used protocol. Additionally, they may also contain information from the transfer itself, such as the number of packets and bytes. The sequential clustering process then takes place in the corresponding feature space endowing the flows.
The clustering process works in two stages. Firstly, smaller elementary clusters are formed to represent partial network behaviors, and these elementary clusters are then further aggregated to create the actual events.
Each preprocessed flow is transformed into the feature vector which directly represents a so called flow-cluster ( ), residing in the same feature space for clustering. These are to be further aggregated into so called elementary clusters ( ) through the first stage of the clustering process.
The logic of the similarity metric is also divided into two subparts. In the first, structural properties of the flows in the clusters are checked against each each. In the second, similarity in the number of transferred bytes is being measured. Both parts have to be satisfied for the similarity condition to hold.
A flow-cluster can only be considered structurally similar to an elementary-cluster if both clusters share the same protocol and also one of the following combinations of IP addresses and ports.
where ( ) denotes effectively the number of bytes in the single flow , and ( ) stands for the average number of bytes across all the flows in . The rationale behind this formula is to allow for relatively greater discrepancies in size within greater clusters.
Finally, if the similarity does not hold for any elementary-cluster, the flow-cluster transforms into a new on its own. The point of the second stage of the clustering process is to reveal more compound network behavior. The rationale behind this stems from the observation that the elementary clusters often form only a part of some larger services. An example of such network behavior can be generic data transfers from web services, where one can expect high variance in the number of bytes transferred across individual events, yet all such events generally represent the same network behavior from an IDS point of view. Another example could be peer-to-peer traffic.
For this second stage of clustering, the similarity metric is slightly updated. Now the clusters need to share the same protocol and also either of (i) average value of number of bytes or (ii) the same source or destination port. Further, they need to be similar in the size of the bytes transferred as measured by the following condition parameterized by a given number > 1.
The incoming sequence of flows is thus iteratively processed in the two sequential steps, so that each new coming flow or elementary cluster is checked against the existing clusters, one by one, to be merged with on a first match or create a standalone cluster otherwise. The final event clusters, representing second-stage clustering output, are then classified by matching against existing rule-based models of incident types described in Section 3.1. The output validated clusters can then be seen as individual network events.
We can see that the similarity metric is designed to capture common structural 2 and statistical 8 properties of events based on shared endpoint and flow size similarity, in a similar fashion to previous works 6 . Consequently, the clustering process in Camnep is very generic and should be thus generally robust and unbiased to various event types.
Incident types
The incident types are classes of events, defined on the domain of flow clusters (sets), that can be observed within a network and are in the current scope of IDS. Although the events can generally represent any form of network behavior, the overall focus of Camnep is on intrusion detection, and so the scope of incident types in Camnep includes mainly forms of network attack and malicious behavior. An example of event-types in use are various classes of vertical and horizontal port scanning, ssh cracking, syn-flood and distributed denial of service attacks, etc. The important aspect of these events is that they are typically formed by plurality of network flows, whereas each of these network flows does not necessarily present any sort of malicious behavior when considered on its own, and thus the maliciousness of an event cannot be assumed on the individual NetFlow level. The complexity arising from the aggregation of flow traffic forms the interesting and intriguing part of this problem (Figure 1 ). Example 1. For a simplistic instance consider a sequence of flows aiming at a particular endpoint port 22. If each of the flows is to be analyzed separately, it can easily be considered as a regular ssh communication request. Yet when we group those flows, according to their properties such as the same endpoint and size, we can explore potential exploit or malicious ssh-cracking behavior from the plurality of small flows checking the same ssh endpoint during a very short time-scope, possibly transferring a considerable amount of data back afterwards.
For the definition of these event-types a unified description language (Section 3.2) is being used within the framework of the system, capturing various forms of restrictions on how a cluster of flows, forming an event of a particular type, should look like. The complexity of event types, as captured by the description framework, vary from simple, clearly defined classes used more for administration purposes, such as icmp traffic or udp data-transfer, to types of events exhibiting more complex network behavior such as p2p event indicators, and malicious events, e.g., port scanning or ssh cracking attacks. The more complex the network incident the more difficult is to define a clear description of the exhibited behavior. Namely, defining complex network events with rich underlying graph structure, such as the p2p and distributed attack behavior, and revealing corresponding cooperating or infected hosts is rather too difficult problem to be captured by a single description, and higher layer modules utilizing more sophisticated methods are being used for the task 23 . The purpose of the description language used for the event extraction is thus not to clearly identify any malicious behavior, but to set sort of necessary (must) bounds on the event types, with which all relevant information from flows can be extracted into events for the prospective analysis. By those means the main goal of the event extraction process is to maximize recall of incidents. The possible false alarms caused by the overgenerality of the descriptions of event types are thus further handled by subsequent dedicated detectors, where the information is iteratively refined and fused to decrease the false positive rate, before the final assessment of maliciousness is performed by the system.
Description language
Analysis of the actual description language for event types is the core of the current process improvement and main contribution of this work. The language is used to indicate that a set of NetFlows can be seen as a potential manifestation of an event of a particular type (the actual event might be detected in the set in subsequent stages). The definition of an event type is a conjunction of formulae putting restrictions on the descriptives of the set of flows. These formulae can be either designed by an expert, or learned by the means of machine learning, where the important aspect is interpretability of the learned formulae so that they are intelligible enough to be understood by an expert. These formulae apply sort of value and range restrictions to flow-set properties, such as flow addresses, sizes, protocols, etc. The formulae used may be existentially, but are usually generally quantified.
Analyzing the features of the set of flows that these formulae put the restrictions on, we can notice they might be categorized into flow-specific, relational, and aggregative formulae, depending on what sort of information from the flow-set they evaluate. A deeper computational rationale behind these categories is explained later in Section 4.2. [-] percentage of unique ports should be higher than 50
[-] entropy of destination ports and IPs should be closer than 3
The flow-specific formulae express constraints on various properties of a flow, such as defining the protocol, flags or limiting the number of bytes and packets. The flow-specific formulae represent majority of all event type definition formulae designed by the experts. The main common attribute of formulae in this category is that they can be evaluated for each flow separately and (as generally quantified) hold true for all the flows in a particular event instantiation. They refer to flow attributes of Protocol, Start, Duration, Flags, Packets, Bytes, Addresses, Ports and derived features, such as Bytes per Packet. The restrictions used here are formed by putting upper and lower bounds, or enumeration of plausible values of the attributes mentioned.
The category of relational features is experimental and it is not used in the actual system. The features in the relational category had reflected various structural and sequential properties of flows. As such they referred to time and address/port attributes and the formulae using them were checking existence of a given relational pattern in the whole set of flows or separately for each flow. We do not refer to them in the later sections as most of these features were simplified and passed into the aggregative category.
Aggregative category of formulae puts restrictions on features expressing attributes of the whole sets of flows. For that they utilize aggregation functions such as count, maximum, average, entropy, etc. The restrictions used are again intervals or enumerations of admissible values. Part of aggregation features may also be seen in an intersection with the relational category, for instance restricting the timespan between the first and last flow. The aggregative formulae always hold true for the whole set of flows and cannot be evaluated separately which makes them more complex.
A depiction of how these formulae are generally assembled in the system can be seen in Figure 2 . We can see that the descriptive language, utilizing conjunctions of various types of formulae mentioned, provides rich capabilities for creating complex definitions of various event types, such as the one from Example 2, and that by the means of the introduced language structure we can capture multitude of common malicious behaviors.
NEW EVENT EXTRACTION
In Camnep, the incoming flows are continuously grouped, following the order in which they are collected by the network probes, with accordance to the flow similarity metric in the two stage clustering process, to be finally matched against existing event-type classification models.
The subject of this paper is a novel method of event construction from NetFlow traffic data that merges together the stage of flow aggregation and event description matching to globally optimize the set of identified events in order to maximize their recall. The primary objective of the method is to secure that no potential event (attack) comes through the process of event extraction unnoticed. At the same time the method should be able to input the flows sequentially, as they come, and must be fast enough to be applied on huge amounts of traffic data in real IDS.
Motivation
The existing solution described in Section 3 is better than naive clustering as it pays respect to the general nature of network events, but it is still suboptimal and produces often misleading results. One of the reasons is that defining an optimal clustering metric, forming a perfect similarity measure of flows (clusters) across various event types, is just not possible. Also the greedy nature of the clustering algorithm may lead to reconstruction errors in more complex types of events. Another reason is the unpredictability of NetFlow ordering, as generally NetFlows that logically belong together (i.e., are a manifestation of well recognizable and well defined cause, such as certain user or software action) may not necessarily be observed in a continuous sequence. The sequential greedy clustering algorithm may thus miss many real events once the clusters are matched against the event type descriptions in scope.
FIGURE 3
Using the greedy endpoint-based clustering process on the incoming sequence of flows ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ordered by the time of collection (left) will result (right) into specific clustering (green) while missing another possible valid cluster (red). Figure 3 .
Even if we choose more robust clustering strategies such as spectral clustering 24 , instead of the greedy one presented in Section 3, the algorithm will by definition always have to choose one resulting cluster over another for every set of flows. For event types
1 and 2 with "competing" descriptions 1 and 2 (e.g., request and response event types), i.e. where one form of clustering the same set of flows into { 1 , 2 }, { 3 } in 1 might be preferred over another form { 1 }, { 2 , 3 } in 2 , will lead the clustering process to miss some of the potential events, analogously to the situation from Figure 3 , and introduce false negatives into the output of IDS.
A more profound reason why clustering possibly leads to suboptimal event reconstruction results lies deep in using a similarity metric function in the form of ( , ) to determine whether two NetFlows , (Equation 1) or two clusters , (Equation 2) belong together into an event. While the criteria used in the current (rule-based) similarity metric are reflecting some desired properties of some event types, i.e. endpoint and flow-size similarity, there is no way to capture all properties of all events at once. Finally, using the categorization of event type properties from Section 3.2, we note that a pairwise application of the similarity metric to flows (clusters), is naturally restricted to flow-specific features, and generally cannot capture desired aggregative properties of events.
Example 5. As a consequent example, let us consider a situation with event type 1 of description 1 containing aggregative formula "average of flow-sizes must be from 1 to 10 bytes". Assume again a flow sequence ( 1 , 2 , 3 Generally speaking, the problem with clustering is in the quality measure it optimizes, derived from the algorithm and similarity metric used, which is generally different from the quality criteria desired for event extraction, although it intuitively might seem to solve the task. A high quality clustering is only confirmed indirectly when, in the end, all the real events are explored and correctly classified. By this indirect reasoning, we can see that clustering and the subsequent classification stages are tied together, since suboptimal clustering will harm the classification stage and vice versa, and so we can conclude that a perfect clustering should be equal to event identification based on the classification models, defined in the established language framework (Section 3.2).
Example 6. Should one want to group a population of individuals to reveal the underlying set of families, using a clustering approach would seem reasonable, while it might likely end up creating clusters of men and women instead. Since we know what the general properties of families are, it follows as a more reasonable strategy to utilize those properties and search for those directly.
Strategy
Analyzing the weaknesses of the clustering process, the key idea of the new method is to replace NetFlows clustering phase directly with an exhaustive exploration of events. While the clustering process is sensitive to many settings (Section 4.1) and different measures of similarity, preferring different clusters in different network contexts, the new method is robust and context invariant, as it removes the similarity metric function, constituting just an approximation of desired properties of clusters, and replaces it directly with event type descriptions formulae, which have been either learned or designed by the experts. In other words, instead of first clustering the flows and then checking whether the extracted clusters match the specifications, we explicitly try to create the clusters in a way to match the specifications whenever possible. This naturally leads to maximization of recall. Thus to reconstruct an event it means to search for all valid data instantiations of a given event type definition in the data. The event exploration process then corresponds to search for a model of a logical theory, given by the set of event type formulae, in the NetFlow data. Such a search falls naturally into the exponential category, as it would generally require to check all subsets (power-set) of flows, which would be inadmissible.
The key factor to make the search admissible is to provide search bounds. We base these bounds on the constraints defined in the language used for event type definitions (Section 3.2). Following this framework, we can see that the complexity of search raises from the descriptions, in contrast to the clustering approach where the complexity raises purely from the NetFlow data, following the intuition that it is much easier to look for simple event types, e.g. TCP data transfer, than for those with complex structure and aggregated properties, such as distributed forms of attacks. To formalize the event types complexity, we have actually divided the formulae constituting the event definitions into categories, introduced in Section 3.2, according to the complexity of searching for their model in data.
The first category we refer to as flow-specific formulae represents simple rules that we can find a model for in linear time in the number of flows. The main common attribute of formulae in this category is that they can be evaluated for each flow separately and hold true for all the flows in a particular event instantiation. These features of flow-specific formulae result in their special treatment in the algorithm (Section 4.3).
The second category consists of so called aggregative formulae, representing various aggregation functions. The search for their model falls generally into the NP-complete category, and rather than describing particular flows they express attributes of relations between them and attributes of whole sets of flows. The aggregation formulae thus hold true for the whole event and cannot be evaluated separately, which makes the search for their model more computationally complex.
In the stage of event extraction from set of flows, the primary objective is to maximize recall, while leaving the burden of identifying suspicious events on subsequent classifiers trained to do so. On the other hand, we also cannot extract all subsets of flows as events because there would be an astronomical number of them. Therefore the event extraction process is driven directly by the definitions of the relevant event types in scope of IDS so as to make sure it produces all and only the valid relevant events.
Algorithm
The goal of the algorithm is to process the input flows in the order they naturally come to produce all possible future events in scope. The idea of the algorithm is based on decomposition (Section 4.2) of the event type formulae (Section 3.2). Using this decomposition we can order the formulae from computationally easy to hard and utilize that within the search method. The idea of the search method is depicted in Figure 4 , and we describe it more closely in this section.
At first we utilize the features of flow-specific formulae, allowing us to consider them as being shared by all the flows within a particular event, on which we base a procedure that maps every pair of flow and flow-specific part of j-th event type description ( , ) onto a specific hash-key ℎ ℎ . The hash-key reflects the fact that having an instantiation of an event type based solely on its flow-specific part of description , all the flows { , , ..., } within this instantiation must have yielded the same evaluations { , , ..., } with flow-specific formulae
FIGURE 4 Depiction of comparison of the new two staged event extraction method (right) with the actual one in Camnep (left).
In the first stage, also called expansion of version space, the flow-specific formulae are being processed to create proto-events. In the second stage, referred to as the aggregation phase, the proto-events are processed through the aggregative formulae to produce output events.
. The evaluation of a formula on a flow (marked as ⊲ ) yields a value , which might be e.g. a destination IP address of the flow if the formula specifies that there is a unique destination IP address in the event type description , or simply if the formula evaluates as such, e.g. when specifies that all flows must be smaller than -bytes, which flow satisfies. This does not mean that any flow, possibly belonging into some event of type , will yield the same hash-key ℎ ℎ through evaluation against its description , since there can be more than one instantiation , ..., of that event type , but exactly all the flows { , , ..., } belonging to that particular instantiation of event type will yield the same hash-key ℎ ℎ . The flow-specific hash-key generation is described by the procedure in Algorithm 1. for all ∈ do 4:
end for 7: ℎ ℎ ←hash( ) ⊳ arbitrary hash function 8: return ℎ ℎ 9: end function At the initialization, the traffic is divided into (5-minute) time intervals, as described in Algorithm 2, which, although not necessary for the new method (Section 4.4), serves for comparison against Camnep, and is sort of a standard in traffic analysis 25 , as it is generally expected that the events occur within short limited time-frames. for all ∈ do 7: . This division is processed by a parser based on a predefined formulae dictionary (3).
The dictionary maps all possible formulae onto the two formula types based on their structure, i.e. the used flow attribute(s), (aggregation) function and restriction(s) on the corresponding outcome. ← new Parser( ) ⊳ predefined dictionary parser 5: for all ∈ do 6: ← + 1
7:
← .parseFlowSpec(desc) 8: ← .parseAggreg(desc) 9: end for 10: ← {{ }, { }} 11:
The main search method then works in two steps. The first step processes the flow-specific formulae and loads a stream of incoming flows into a hashmap-based memory structure referred to as a version space. In the version space, every possible instantiation of all event types exists as an event prototype, or simply proto-event, holding a specific hash-key as defined earlier (Algorithm 1). These instantiations are generally overly inclusive sets of flows based solely on the flow-specific formulae and thus, using the hash-key, there is no need of comparing new incoming flow with any of the previous (Section 4.4). This first phase of the algorithm, we refer to as the expansion of the version space (expansion phase in Figure 4 ), is described in Algorithm 4.
The next step after the version space creation is the extraction of events from proto-events. In this step we apply the aggregation formulae (aggregation phase in Figure 4 ) on the proto-events from version space. The idea here is that, although remaining in the NP-complete category, the search for a model of an aggregation formulae is now performed on much smaller sets of flows, already divided into exclusive subsets by flow-specific formulae. To find the model of and the resulting event of means to search for a valid subset of flows from the proto-event satisfying the given aggregation formulae . This process is described in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 4 Expansion of flows into version space 1:
← DistributeFlows( )
2:
← ParseDescriptions( , )
3:
5: procedure EXPANDVERSIONSPACE ⊳ flow processing 6: for all ∈ do 7: for all ∈ do 8: for all ∈ . do 9: for all ∈ do 10: if ̸ ⊧ then 11: break 12: end if 13: end for 14: ℎ ℎ ← CreateKey(flow,flowSpec) ⊳ hashing the flow 15: if ℎ ℎ ∈ . then 16 :
.
else 19: ← ∅ ⊳ create new proto-event 20 :
end if 23: end for 24: end for 25: end for 26: end procedure While searching for a valid subset satisfying a given aggregation formula we would theoretically still have to proceed through a power set of thousands of flows in some cases. For that purpose, heuristics are defined to speed up this subset search. They are designed specifically for the aggregation function types used commonly by the experts, e.g., the average, entropy difference, count, unique count, etc.
Example 7.
An example of a subset search driven by a very simple heuristic for the aggregation formula "average of bytes per flow must be within a given range" is described in Algorithm 6. After sorting the flows w.r.t. their size the search iteratively removes the flows with size outside of the specified range, in the direction of the desired average value change. This heuristic subset search thus works in ( * ( ) + ) time, or in ( 2 ) without presorting.
Example 8. An example of a more complex heuristic driving the search for a model of formula "entropy of destination IPs must be close to entropy of destination ports within a given margin" is presented in Algorithm 7. At first we arrange buckets for all IPs and ports and distribute all flows into the buckets { 1 , ..., } accordingly. From the buckets distribution, the entropies can be easily calculated in linear time in the number of buckets as
Assuming that the difference of entropies is not satisfactory, for each we calculate a measure representing the decrease in entropy difference after removal of that . This calculation, based on the existing buckets { 1 , ..., } as performed by the function, can be, interestingly, carried out in constant (1) time for each . This follows from decomposition of the formula for calculating Shannon entropy iteratively while adding or removing flows as: 
After adding (i+1)th flow, the entropy changes to:
Where a) if the added flow falls into existing j-th bucket ( ← + 1)
b) if the added flow creates a new bucket m ( ← 1)
The flows are then sorted into a heap w.r.t. this new measure , and the with the maximal , i.e. the one causing the biggest portion of − entropy difference, is being iteratively removed until the entropy difference falls within the restricted range. In each iteration, it is necessary to update the buckets, entropies and individual measures for all flows sharing a bucket (IP or Port) with the actually removed one. We note that all these updates are performed in constant (1) time by the same means as calculating the original measure, resulting from the entropy formula decomposition (Equation 7) . It follows that the complexity of this heuristic falls into ( 2 ), yet on average it is much faster since the sizes of buckets, which are iterated after each removal, are generally smaller than the cardinality of the whole flow set.
Algorithm 7
Heuristic subset search for ports-IPs entropy difference limit
←groupBy( ,
4:
for all ∈ do ⊳ each calculation ∈ (1)
end for 8: ℎ ←heap( , ) ⊳ flows sorted w.r.t. ED 9:
end for 17: end while 18 :
Various other heuristics might be used and found in literature 26 and by those means allowing us to convert the flow aggregative formulae subset search into some of the existing state of the art search methods for combinatorial problems. Most of the heuristics we used are usually simple and greedy, and by those means generally suboptimal (see Section 4.4). On the other hand they remain intuitive and work in linear or low polynomial time. Finally they still provide some very good results, as discussed in Section 5.
Analysis
The brute-force solution complexity of this problem would fall into ( * (2 )), where is the number of event types and is the number of flows, ignoring the complexity of individual formulae evaluation. While this remains as the worst case scenario complexity in the approach introduced, exploiting the typical structure of event types, the new method will perform much faster in a typical scenario, where many flow-specific criteria are posed within the event type.
As stated in Section 3.2, the event type descriptions are specified by a conjunction of formulae, or can be actually easily decomposed into a set of such, using de Morgan's laws, from any other rule-based description. In the algorithm we utilize this to treat any description as a single sequence of formulae and further exploit the order invariability of the conjunction to reorder the formulae according to the categorization into the flow-specific and aggregative types. By these means we first find a model for flow-specific formulae, i.e. we are looking for the biggest subsets of incoming flows satisfying flow-specific criteria, which we further refine to meet the aggregative criteria. The reason to search for the biggest subset rather than just any subset is to naturally maximize the recall of all flows (and endpoints) involved in the incidents.
Finding a model for the flow-specific criteria through version space creation, constantly adding valid flows into proto-events, is monotonic process and thus linear in the number of flows. The reason this phase is so fast is that it actually requires no formula checking and comparisons with the already processed objects (flows, clusters), in contrast to the clustering approaches (Camnep). This setting is similar in spirit to stream data mining 27 as the processing speed is invariant to the size of the processed traffic. This feature also allows to refrain from using the (5-minute) time-windows to reduce the traffic load, possibly introducing errors when an event is undesirably split into two consecutive frames. Should there be desirable features of the time-windows kept, e.g. restrictions on the duration of an event type keeping the version space small, it could be implemented by just recording separately the time of the first flow for every proto-event and invalidating it after the time period expires.
The fast version space creation capability is implemented through the flow hashing (Algorithm 1). Assuming constant amortized time of existential queries in the hashmap, creation of version space takes only linear time in the number of incoming flows . Since this is done for all of the event types, this phase runs in ( * ). The factor can be further reduced (into app.
( )), considering the (sometimes significant) overlap of flow-specific formulae across the classes of event types, that can be by those means arranged into a tree of common formulae sets.
The version space creation is not only faster but serves as a more accurate model of the real network events scenario. By continuously constructing not just a single sequence but several parallel temporary proto-events from the incoming flows, it results in that some of the flows get duplicated among various proto-events of different types, which comes naturally from nondistinctive definitions of event types and allows for their complete fit on the data, which was not possible in the disjoint clustering approach.
It is favorable to realize that decomposing (with repetitions) the original flow sequence into the version space divides the problem into smaller sub-problems and breaks down every possible relevant information connection between the flows into independent subsets defined by the proto-events. This fact allows to consider every proto-event as completely independent of each other and by those means parallelize all further proto-event processing (e.g. the aggregation phase), leading to additional speedup.
The second (aggregation) phase of the algorithm, i.e., processing individual proto-events with the aggregative formulae model search, is not monotone and cannot be reduced in a similar manner. It means to search again within a proto-event for a maximal subset of flows satisfying given restriction on the result of an aggregation function applied over them. For most formulae with aggregation function (e.g., Average, Entropy) this falls into the NP-complete category as it can be shown to be subset-sum problem reducible 28 . Also for some formulae it might be desirable that one set (proto-event) may yield more than one subset (event) of flows. As such it could be posed as a CSP optimization problem and solved explicitly by means of, e.g., dynamic programming 29 . Although the search in this step is now performed on typically much smaller subsets (proto-events) of the original set, for the sake of speed we suffice with approximate solutions and heuristics (e.g., Algorithms 6, 7).
It is important to notice that the application of these heuristics is the only place in the whole method where any false negative error may arise and possibly an actual event be missed. Leaving the rest of the method exact and complete, this is thus the place to incorporate more extensive search should a greater recall be required. On the other hand, the heuristics provide good explanation for missing a particular flow-event classification (explained by a failure message of the respective formula), they take part in only some of the event types, and have been experimentally proved to be very robust (Section 5).
EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments we evaluate the new event extraction method against the clustering based extraction approach in Camnep over the scope of various event types. Since the models of these event types are given (Section 3.1), there is no correct or wrong classification considered, and we are interested only in the number of identified events at this stage, representing the recall of all events from the network satisfying these models. The decrease in recall of the events at this stage signifies false negative errors to be made by the system. These errors may arise due to the suboptimal clustering results in Camnep, or due to the greedy heuristics used for aggregative model search in the new method. The purpose of experiments is to evaluate the extent of these errors between the two methods by proportion of the recall over the selected event types. representation is widely adopted across computer networks analysis community and is a standard for security event logging as well as a number of other affiliated applications 30 . In cooperation with Cisco research, we used full day NetFlow traffic records collected from inline university network probes, where the regular amount of traffic counts up to more than 6 million flows a day, corresponding to more than 30 thousand events with thousands of IPs involved.
Results
We evaluated both methods on the same full day traffic data and compared the results for the numbers of identified events from flows over selected event types. Although both methods used the same input flows and event type models, the results naturally differed due to a number of causes in the identification of flows as a part of some event. In analysis of these causes, four different types of event from flows identification situations ( Figure 5 ) occurred. Firstly, the results showed that the new method dominated the clustering approach of Camnep in the numbers of identified flows. The only situation where it was not clearly dominating was the situation , where some flow-event classifications were missed. In these situations, however, there was always a majority of flow-event classifications for the same event that were identified as opposed to Camnep. This results from the aggregative formulae model search (Algorithm 5), which searches for the maximal subset of valid flows, securing that any subset found will either completely encompass the subset resulting from clustering (situation ) or will find the same subset that happened to be maximal already (situation ), or, in the case they intersect only partially or not at all, the new method's subset will always be larger. Also we can notice that for the case of completely new event exploration by the new method (situation ) there is no complementary situation for the clustering method, which is rooted in the version space expansion phase of flow-specific formulae that secures the completeness of proto-events. In other words, there is no way to create a valid cluster that would be missed by the new approach as a part of some proto-event in the expansion phase, and it can only choose to prefer a different cluster to that one for being larger in the aggregation phase.
Of course this quality of the new method might be theoretically broken by the use of inadmissible aggregation heuristics in the maximal subset search (e.g., Algorithm 6). In practice, however, our experiments confirm exactly the mentioned scenarios from Figure 5 . Moreover, the faulty situation was observed for only 100 out of 6.5 million flows tested, corresponding to app. 0.000015% relative (to Camnep) error in flow-event identification recall. Also for every such a missed flow-event  →
FIGURE 6
Statistical comparison of the new method (red) with Camnep (blue) over selected malicious classes for the number of identified events. Due to the immense difference of frequency of occurence between some of the event types, the total number of events (Camnep + new method) is normalized to 100% for every class.
classification there is a corresponding explanation for excluding that particular flow from event of a type , based on the heuristic removing it while solving particular aggregative formula ∈ of , e.g. for the fact that the flow is distinctly bigger than a required average in the formula . This condition, i.e. situation based on average aggregation heuristic search from Algorithm 6, was actually the case for a number of the 100 flows, that were included in a p2p-like-behavior event by the clustering approach, yet removed as outliers and replaced with more suitable flows (w.r.t average-restricting formula ∈ of p2p-like-behavior) by the new method, and so even the small relative error remains disputable to be an actual error.
The resulting comparison of the recall of events across selected event types are presented in Figure 6 . As apparent from the results, within the generally smaller proto-events, there is not that much space for errors caused by the (inadmissible) heuristics, as compared to the clustering approach that is sensitive to many factors (Section 4.1). The number of involved factors and the space for errors in recall grows with the complexity of event types. For that reason we can see that the difference between performances of both methods varies across the event types, being generally higher and more favorable for the new method in complex types. On the contrary the performances tend to be more similar for event types with simple descriptions, such as in the case of icmp traffic (very simple definition). Nevertheless, the new method performs consistently no worse than Camnep event extraction in all types of events and, although the results were filtered for potentially malicious classes only, the new method fares significantly better on the non-malicious event type classes, too.
The second result we present in Figure 7 shows the distribution of newly identified events from previously unclassified flows, i.e., the flows that, processed by the clustering method in Camnep, ended up in clusters that did not match any of the models in scope. These newly identified events correspond to false negatives of the clustering approach and can thus be seen as a pure contribution to the previous approach corresponding to the situation from Figure 5 . Importantly, representatives of false negative errors of clustering in Camnep explored by the new method over various event types were consequently studied in flow-level detail and confirmed with the experts to contain real incidents of the respective event types.
Finally, we tested the speed of the new method, since fast computation is a crucial requirement for online NetFlow traffic processing and any method with too high complexity, although provably more accurate, would be rendered useless. The first version space expansion phase of the method is very fast and can be deployed online with negligible overhead. The second aggregation part is much more complex, however, introducing the mentioned improvements and heuristics for speedup (Section 4.4), we were able to decrease the complexity to very reasonable levels. The new method, implemented in Java, was verified to process 24
FIGURE 7
Unidentified behavior flows resulting from Camnep clustering, identified by the new method to belong into selected types of events. The displayed numbers of these events represent clear domination in recall over the clustering approach.
hours of university network traffic with app. 7 million flows within 10 − 15 minutes of computational time on a single-threaded (for fair comparison with Camnep) personal pc, which is comparable to time complexity of the Camnep clustering approach with 7 − 10 minutes of computation in the same setting. Thus, for a reasonable set of event classes, such as those reported in the performed experiments, the method is, on average, capable to process traffic of a university-scale network in real-time using just a single thread. Moreover, it can be easily parallelized for further scaling.
CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a method for efficient extraction of predefined network event types from raw NetFlow traffic data aimed at maximization of their recall. The core idea of the method is in explicit search for events based on analysis of expert descriptions of their corresponding types. We motivated and discussed the need for such an approach in the context of modern intrusion detection systems based on clustering and statistical models. Particularly, we compared with an in-production state of the art intrusion detection system Camnep, developed by Cisco Research. Following this approach we decomposed the, typically multistaged intrusion detection process, into stages that are, rather than on software concepts and intuition, based on computational properties of the sought-for event types.
We introduced corresponding efficient algorithms for event extraction and discussed their advantages. We also introduced a number of extending heuristics that enable to scale onto real life traffic volumes, at the expense of theoretical incompleteness of the event extraction. We analyzed properties of the method and showed experimentally that, in agreement with the analysis, the new method achieves supreme recall of known event types while keeping a very low computational overhead.
